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Britishness is the state or quality of being British, or of embodying British characteristics. It comprises the
claimed qualities that bind and distinguish the British people and form the basis of their unity and identity, and
the expressions of British cultureâ€”such as habits, behaviours, or symbolsâ€”that have a common, familiar
or iconic quality readily identifiable with the United Kingdom.
Britishness - Wikipedia
The primary social research tool in Britain is the British Social Attitudes Survey, an annual mini-census.In
2009 'No religion' was stated by 50.7% of the UK population 1.Comprehensive professional research in 2006
by Tearfund found that two thirds (66% - 32.2 million people) in the UK have no connection with any religion
or church 3, a figure which meshes perfectly with another poll in the ...
Religion in the United Kingdom: Diversity, Trends and Decline
In politics, polarization (or polarisation) can refer to the divergence of political attitudes to ideological
extremes. Almost all discussions of polarization in political science consider polarization in the context of
political parties and democratic systems of government. When polarization occurs in a two-party system, like
the United States, moderate voices often lose power and influence.
Polarization (politics) - Wikipedia
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Global Governance 23 (2017), 483â€“502 Emerging Powers and Emerging Trends in Global Governance
Matthew D. Stephen In the 1990s, liberal optimism permeated the study and practice of inter- national
politics.
Emerging Powers and Emerging Trends in Global Governance
Anti-Semitism continues to be aggressively promoted in the guise of anti-Israelism in two highly influential
arenas: politics, particularly in Britain; and on campus. In the US, the BDS movement is doing all it can to
ostracize Jewish students.
The Anti-Israel Effort Intensifies in Politics and On Campus
Introduction. Growing democratic discontent â€“ rising disaffection, falling participation, a surging
â€˜anti-politicsâ€™ populism â€“ is a symptom of a deeper problem: stark, ingrained levels of political
inequality in our political system.
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